Sport Uniform

- A change of clothing is required by all students to participate in practical lessons
- Students who have sport Period 1 may attend in their sports uniform but must change prior to Period 2.
- All Kicking Goals and Shooting Goals students in year 8 and 9 have been provided a shirt and are required to wear this during practical lessons
- Teachers to follow the below procedure in the case of a student(s) not wearing sports uniform;
  - **First time**: Teacher in charge to warn the student and discuss the reasons for the warning
  - **Second time**: Teacher in charge to reinforce the need to wear the sports uniform and warn that a 3rd occurrence will result in a detention
  - **Third time**: Detention (write out rules of sport e.g. netball, football, etc.)
  - **Fourth time**: Teacher in charge to phone parents or guardians
  - **Fifth time**: Letter of Concern
  - **Sixth time**: Parent Meeting and detention